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Summary:

Many seemingly disparate approaches for marginal modeling have been developed in

recent years. We demonstrate that many current approaches for marginal modeling of correlated
binary outcomes produce likelihoods that are equivalent to the proposed copula-based models
herein. These general copula models of underlying latent threshold random variables yield likelihoodbased models for marginal fixed effects estimation and interpretation in the analysis of correlated
binary data. Moreover, we propose a nomenclature and set of model relationships that substantially
elucidates the complex area of marginalized models for binary data. A diverse collection of didactic
mathematical and numerical examples are given to illustrate concepts.
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1. Introduction
Marginal regression models for correlated binary data have a link function that transforms
marginal success probabilities into a linear predictor. We put forth a modeling framework
that produces likelihood-based marginal inferences for correlated binary outcomes and show
that this framework unifies other likelihood-based techniques for multivariate binary data,
particularly inclusive of – but not limited to – marginalized random intercept models (Heagerty, 1999; Heagerty and Zeger, 2000; Wang and Louis, 2003; Caffo and Griswold, 2006;
Caffo et al., 2007). Specifically, we introduce a collection of marginal copula distributions on
latent variables that produces threshold models for binary data. From this general modeling framework, we show equivalences between various restrictions on the model space and
other approaches to marginal modeling of binary data and reveal that these approaches
impose likelihoods from the collection of copula distributions. In the process, we establish a
nomenclature that substantially elucidates concepts for marginal modeling of binary data.
1.1 Motivating Example
In a study of eye disease and race, a log-odds ratio is desired to estimate the effect of race
(black or white) on the prevalence of visual impairment in the population of Baltimore,
Maryland, USA (Tielsch, Sommer, Katz, Quigley, and Ezrine (1991), Liang, Zeger, and
Qaqish (1992)). Let Yi1 = 1 if the left eye of individual i is visually impaired, Yi1 = 0
if healthy. Likewise let Yi2 represent the health of the right eye, and Xi1 = Xi2 = 1 if
individual i is black, 0 if white. Estimation of the joint probabilities P (Yi1 = yi1 , Yi2 = yi2 )
must be done under the simplex constraint
P (Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 0) + P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 0) + P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) + P (Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 1) = 1.
A flexible method for imposing simplex constraints is to use a latent threshold joint distribution that assigns values to each of the four joint probabilities. Let (Y!i1 , Y!i2 ) be jointly

distributed as F2 , a standard bivariate normal distribution with mean zero and marginal
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variance 1, so that it is characterized only by pairwise correlation ρ. The support of the
distribution is the Cartesian cross of the real line which can be visualized with Y!i1 taking

values on the horizontal axis and Y!i2 on the vertical axis. The support can be partitioned
into four quadrants by intersecting thresholds, the vertical Y!i1 = Ti1 and horizontal Y!i2 = Ti2

(Figure 1). Let the northeast, northwest, southwest, and southeast quadrants with borders
(0,0)

Ti1 and Ti2 be denoted Qi

(1,0)

, Qi

(1,1)

, Qi

(0,1)

, and Qi

, respectively. Then assign:
"
#
(0,0)
= PF2 Qi
P (Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 0) = PF2 (Y!i1 > Ti1 , Y!i2 > Ti2 )
"
#
(1,0)
= PF2 Qi
P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 0) = PF2 (Y!i1 ! Ti1 , Y!i2 > Ti2 )

P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) = PF2 (Y!i1 ! Ti1 , Y!i2 ! Ti2 )

P (Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 1) = PF2 (Y!i1 > Ti1 , Y!i2 ! Ti2 )

= F2 (Ti1 , Ti2 ; ρ)
"
#
(0,1)
= PF2 Qi

The latent variable representation of P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) = PF2 (Y!i1 ! Ti1 , Y!i2 ! Ti2 ) is of

special note in that all the inequalities are “!”, which allows the equivalent representation
"
#
(1,1)
PF2 Qi
= F2 (Ti1 , Ti2 ; ρ), the bivariate cumulative distribution function (CDF). This
explicit CDF representation implies that P (Yij = 1) = F (Tij ), in which F is the standard

normal CDF, the univariate marginal distribution of F2 . Let D be the univariate CDF of
the standard logistic distribution (mean=0, variance=π 2 /3, scale=1). Consider thresholds
Tij = F −1 {D(β0 + Xij β1 )} depending on the covariates X and regression parameter vector
β. Such Tij imply P (Yij = 1) = F (Tij ) = F [F −1 {D(β0 + Xij β1 )})] = D(β0 + Xij β1 ), making
β1 the marginal log-odds of visual impairment of blacks as compared to whites.
Assuming independence across individuals, maximizing the likelihood
(yi1 ,yi2 )

L(β0 , β1 , ρ|X, Y ) = Πi Li (β0 , β1 , ρ|Xi , Yi ) = Πi PF2 (Qi

),

adjusts the joint probability P (Yi1 = yi1 , Yi2 = yi2 ) value assignments by moving the
thresholds (estimating β0 and β1 ) and gathering/flattening the volume under the density
of F2 (Figure 1) about the 45◦ (Y!i2 = Y!i1 ) or −45◦ (Y!i2 = −Y!i1 ) line (estimating positive or
Hosted by The Berkeley Electronic Press
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negative ρ, respectively). The value assignments to P (Yi1 = yi1 , Yi2 = yi2 ) are based on the
measures of the resulting partition of the support, thereby satisfying the simplex constraint.
A crucial insight is that the construct of thresholds Tij = F −1 {D(β0 + Xij β1 )} admits
a copula formulation in which F-copula CF (a1 , a2 ) = F2 (F −1 (a1 ), F −1 (a2 )) is evaluated at
(D(β0 + Xi1 β1 ), D(β0 + Xi2 β1 )). This insight is generalizable and will form the basis of our
methods and ideas in the general case.
The paper is organized as follows: Modeling framework, Modeling framework admitting
latent random intercepts, Model fitting, and Discussion. Select definitions, propositions, and
proofs are elaborated upon in the Appendix. The Baltimore Eye Survey data used in the
motivating example is analyzed in several illustrative examples.

2. Modeling framework
Designate the vector Yi = (Yi1 , ..., YiJi ) to be the Ji correlated binary outcomes as measured
on cluster i with corresponding row vector Xij = (Xij1 , ..., XijK ) for K covariates. Let
ηij be the linear predictor Xij β where β = (β1 , ..., βK )# is a column vector of regression
! i = (Y!i1 , ..., Y!iJ ) ∼ FJ (!
coefficients. Allow latent variable Y
yi1 , ..., y!iJi ; ρ), where FJi is a
i
i

Ji -multivariate continuous CDF with pairwise correlation parameter ρ = corr(Y!ij , Y!ij ! ) and

identical univariate marginal CDFs F (we suppress using the subscript “1” for the univariate
case to reduce clutter) such that P (Y!ij ! Tij ) = F (Tij ). We refer to FJi as the facilitating

distribution. Allow CF to represent the F-copula distribution function as
$
%
CF (a1 , ..., aJi ) = FJi F −1 (a1 ), ..., F −1 (aJi ); ρ .

Define the joint distribution function CF D to be CF evaluated at {D(ηi1 ), ..., D(ηiJi )}:
&
'
CF D (ηi1 , ..., ηiJi ) = CF {D(ηi1 ), ..., D(ηiJi )} = FJi F −1 {D(ηi1 )}, ..., F −1 {D(ηiJi )}; ρ ,

where D, like F , is a univariate continuous CDF with real line support and symmetric about
0. Further define the threshold vector Ti = (Ti1 , ..., TiJi ) = [F −1 {D(ηi1 )}, ..., F −1 {D(ηiJi )}].
http://biostats.bepress.com/jhubiostat/paper213
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Now consider the threshold model given by
Yij =

!

{Aij (ηij )} (Yij )

:=



 1 if Y!ij ∈ Aij (ηij )

 0 otherwise

where Aij (ηij ) = {c ∈ R : c ! Tij |β, Xi }. Define Qij (ηij , Yij ) as Aij (ηij ) if Yij = 1 and as
the complement set Āij (ηij ) = {c ∈ R : c > Tij |β, Xi } if Yij = 0. Allow Qi = ⊗j Qij (ηij , Yij ),
the Cartesian cross of all the sets for cluster i. The 2Ji combinations of 1’s and 0’s in the
random vector Yi correspond to 2Ji possible Qi = ⊗j Qij (ηij , Yij ), which collectively form
! i . The actualized Qi = ⊗j Qij (ηij , yij )
the partition of the support for the latent variable Y

is a subset of the aforementioned partition. The measure of the actualized Qi according to

FJi corresponds to the probability of Yi = yi , the particular combination of 1’s and 0’s
for cluster i (see Motivating Example to build intuition). The likelihood for I independent
clusters, each with Ji measurements is:
L(β, ρ|X, Y ) = Πi Li (β, ρ|Xi , Yi ) = Πi PFJi (Qi ) = Πi

,

dFJi .

(1)

Qi

We equivalently define latent threshold variables and express the model explicitly via
$
$
! $ = (Y! $ , ..., Y! $ ) ∼ CF D (!
yi1
, ..., y!iJ
)
CF D , the joint CDF created with the F-copula. Let Y
i
i1
iJi
i

and T$i = (Ti1$ , ..., TiJ$ i ) = (ηi1 , ..., ηiJi ). Now consider the model Yij =

!$
{A!ij (ηij )} (Yij ),

where

A$ij (ηij ) = {c ∈ R : c ! Tij$ |β, Xi }. Define Q$ij (ηij , Yij ) as A$ij (ηij ) if Yij = 1 and Ā$ij (ηij ) if
Yij = 0. Allow Q$i = ⊗j Q$ij (ηij , Yij ). The random entity Q$i carries the same interpretation
as Qi in that it forms a partition of the support into 2Ji subsets but will ultimately be
measured by CF D , not FJi . When evaluated at the actualized binary outcome vector Yi = yi ,
! $,
the actualized Q$i is the subset of the partition of the support for the latent variable Y
i

the measure of which according to CF D corresponds to the probability of the particular

combination of 1’s and 0’s in Yi = yi . Therefore, an equivalent specification of (1) is:
,
$
L(β, ρ|X, Y ) = Πi Li (β, ρ|Xi , Yi ) = Πi PCF D (Qi ) = Πi
dCF D .

(2)

Q!i

The likelihood representation in (2) assigns values to joint probabilities P (Yi ) via the
Hosted by The Berkeley Electronic Press
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measure of a latent variable according to its distribution CF D over sets defined by the
thresholds of the untransformed linear predictor.
The above outlined protocol is called copulas over partitions (COP) modeling for binary
outcomes. This naming draws from the construction of the likelihood: assigning joint probabilities for all outcome profiles Yi with a copula-based measure over subsets of the partition
of the support. Maximizing the likelihood for β and ρ allows the optimal assignment of values
for the joint probabilities as per the data. Adjusting β moves the borders of the subsets in
the partition of the support, and adjusting ρ fluctuates the distribution itself over the subsets
in the partition of the support to be measured (as shown in Figure 1).
2.1 Unrestricted COP models
The unrestricted COP model has no restrictions on F and D aside from those already stated:
univariate CDFs with real line support and symmetric about 0.
Definition 2.1.1 (Unrestricted COP model likelihood). The probability measure PCF D based
on unrestricted COP model CF D is equal to the likelihood contribution for cluster i having a
general outcome, P (Yi1 = yi1 , ..., YiJi = yiJi ). The quantity CF D (ηi1 , . . . , ηiJi ) is equal to the
likelihood contribution for cluster i having the unity outcome, P (Yi1 = 1, ..., YiJi = 1).
Proposition 2.1.2 (Unrestricted COP model marginal probability). In a COP model, the
marginal probability P (Yij = 1) = D(ηij ).
By Definition 2.1.1 and Proposition 2.1.2 (elaborations in Appendix) the marginal estimation of β is likelihood-based, and the marginal interpretation of β would be determined
by D because D−1 {P (Yij = 1)} = Xij β. That is, COP models produce marginal models for
binary data with an arbitrarily specified marginal link function. The benefit of this model is
that the facilitating distribution can be chosen to be a convenient multivariate distribution
while the marginal link distribution can be chosen for a desired interpretation. Thus, often

http://biostats.bepress.com/jhubiostat/paper213
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D−1 is a logit (hence D is the logistic distribution) while the two most obvious facilitating
distributions are the multivariate normal and t distributions. We give one example of each.
Example 2.1.3 (Unrestricted COP: normal facilitating distribution, logit desired link). See
2
2
introductory 
motivating
example,
 
 where
D = logistic(0, π /3, 1), F = N (0, σF ),
0
1 ρ
F2 = M V N   , ΣF = σF2 
, and σF2 = 1.
0
ρ 1
3
Maximizing L(β, ρ|X, Y ) = Πi Qi dF2 yields β0 = −2.43, β1 = 0.079, and ρ = 0.742. "

Example 2.1.4 (Unrestricted COP: student’s t facilitating distribution, logit desired link).
O’Brien and Dunson (2004) select FJi to be a multivariate t-distribution with degrees of
freedom (ν) that was constructed from a standardized multivariate normal distribution so
that the covariance matrix has ones on the diagonal and ρ occupying every off-diagonal.
Thus, marginal F is the univariate t-distribution, and D is settoa 
standard 
logisticCDF.

0
 1 ρ 
That is, D = logistic(0, π 2 /3, 1) , F = t(0, ν), and F2 = M V T   , ΣF = 
 , ν .
0
ρ 1
3
Maximizing L(β, ρ|X, Y ) = Πi Qi dF2 yields β0 = −2.44, β1 = 0.072, and ρ = 0.705 for
3
ν = 7.3. Maximizing L(β, ρ|X, Y ) = Πi Qi dF2 for ν = 50 yields β0 = −2.43, β1 = 0.078,

and ρ = 0.737, which are approaching the MLEs of example 2.1.3 as the increase in the
degrees of freedom makes the facilitating t-distribution approach normality. "
2.2 Restricted COP models
The unrestricted COP model is an extremely flexible marginal modeling approach for binary
data. The key drawback of the approach is the non-linear relationship between the marginal
distribution of the facilitating distribution inverse, F −1 , and the marginal distribution D,
the inverse of which is the desired link. The non-linear relationship brings complexity to the
likelihood computation and interpretation of the latent variable threshold model. A more
computationally favorable setting has a linear relationship between F −1 and D, which would

Hosted by The Berkeley Electronic Press
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ease computation of the likelihood and simplify the threshold model. Thus, we consider the
subclass of models where symmetric-about-0 F and D are in the same scalar family.
Definition 2.2.1 (Restricted COP model likelihood). We define a restricted COP model
as an unrestricted COP with restrictions on F and D such that F −1 {D(a)} = a SSDF = aφ−1 ,
where SF is the scale of F and SD is the scale of D. That is, CDFs F and D are members
of a class of scalar family distributions {D(c ·) : c ∈ R+ }.
Of course, in a restricted COP model, D remains the marginal link distribution. The benefit, however, is that the COP model simplifies as CF D (ηi1 , . . . , ηiJi ) = FJi (ηi1 φ−1 , . . . , ηiJi φ−1 ).
That is, a restricted COP model uses the facilitating distribution as a joint threshold model
for correlated binary data, with the thresholds as a rescaling of the linear predictor. Thus,
constructing restricted COP models that have marginal probit and t-quantile link functions
for D and multivariate normal and t distributions for FJi , respectively, is convenient.
Example 2.2.2 (Restricted COP (approximation): O’Brien and Dunson’s multivariate logistic model with Albert and Chib approximation). Special case of Example 2.1.4, with ν = 7.3.
This choice of ν invokes a known approximation of F −1 D(a) = a σ1 , where σ 2 =

π 2 (ν−2)
3ν

= 2.39

(Albert and Chib, 1993). The approximation allows the likelihood to be restated in terms of
a scaled facilitating distribution with untransformed linear predictors as the thresholds.
P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) = CF D (ηi1 , ηi2 )
= F2 [F −1 {D(ηi1 )}, F −1 {D(ηi2 )}; ΣF = R]
1
1
= F2 (ηi1 , ηi2 ; ΣF = R)
σ
σ
= F2 (ηi1 , ηi2 ; ΣF = σ 2 R).
Here, F2 is a multivariate t-distribution with degrees of freedom (ν = 7.3) that was constructed from a multivariate normal distribution with correlation matrix R containing ones
on the diagonal and ρ occupying every off-diagonal, and covariance matrix ΣF = σ 2 R.
http://biostats.bepress.com/jhubiostat/paper213
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Maximizing L(β, ρ|X, Y ) = Πi

3

Q!i

dF2 yields β0 = −2.41, β1 = 0.071, and ρ = 0.705.

Note the partition has morphed to Q$i due to the approximation of F −1 D and σ migrating
to ΣF . The approximation leads to MLEs similar to those of Example 2.1.4 (ν = 7.3). "
Example 2.2.3 (Restricted COP: Gaussian facilitating distribution
  and probit
 marginal

0
 1 ρ 
2
link). That is, D = N (0, σD
), F = N (0, σF2 ), and F2 = M V N   , ΣF = σF2 
 .
0
ρ 1
Which implies the probability assignment:
P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) = CF D (ηi1 , ηi2 )
= F2 [F −1 {D(ηi1 ; σD ); σF }, F −1 {D(ηi2 ; σD ); σF }; ΣF = σF2 R]
= F2 (ηi1

σF
σF
, ηi2 ; ΣF = σF2 R).
σD
σD

Without anything further specified, φ−1 =

σF
σD

is not identifiable, as easily seen by equivalently

2
R) with no dependency on σF .
restating P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) = F2 (ηi1 , ηi2 ; ΣD = σD
3
Maximizing L(β, ρ|X, Y ) = Πi Q! dF2 yields β0 = −1.40, β1 = 0.039, and ρ = 0.742 for
i

σD = σF = 1. Note the partition has morphed to Q$i due to the selection of F and D belonging
to the same scalar family. Setting σD = σF = 1 makes this example a multivariate probit
model (Chib and Greenberg, 1998). "
Restricted COP models remove the fundamental non-linearity issue associated with unrestricted COP models, however require multivariate facilitating distributions with desirable
marginal distributions. Therefore, for example, if one would like probit or t-quantile marginal
link functions, the multivariate normal and t are available as the facilitating distribution in
a restricted COP model. If one desires marginal logit models, no easily specified multivariate
logistic distribution is available, with the most cited specification accommodating only
bivariate data with a limited range of correlation (Gumbel, 1961). However, the unrestricted
COP model allows for the use of the multivariate normal or t facilitating distributions with
any desired marginal link distribution. Thus, we observe the inverse relationship between
Hosted by The Berkeley Electronic Press
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threshold model complexity and restrictions on the model space: more mathematically simple
and analytically convenient models transmute an unlimited selection of F and D into a
restricted class; conversely, expanding the restricted class of F and D to the unrestricted
class introduces undesirable complexities as the cost of gained flexibility in the unrestricted
selection of F and D. We explore this continuum and put forth distinct restrictions in the
form of properties of marginalized random intercept models and find the intersection of two
such properties gives rise to a class of models that admits latent random effects and contains
the very familiar probit-probit-normal model (Example 3.6.1) as well as a specification to
give log-odds interpretations on both the marginal and conditional scale (Example 3.6.2).

3. Modeling framework admitting latent random intercepts
Up to this point, our emphasis has been on using copula models for creating marginal
likelihoods for correlated binary data having a specified marginal link distribution, D. If
marginal interpretation is all that is required for analysis, then specifying FJ to be a multivariate normal or multivariate t-distribution and setting D−1 to be the desired link function
would be convenient. Conditional random effect models, however, are sought frequently.
Hence, we put forth a marginal modeling framework that: (i.) has D−1 as the marginal link
function, (ii.) has a conditionally specified link function with linear random effects, and
(iii.) has a fully specified likelihood. As we will show, many of the current models possessing
properties (i.) − (iii.) produce marginal likelihoods that are either restricted or unrestricted
COP models. Let H and G be univariate CDFs with real line support and symmetric about
0. We explore the two-stage hierarchical model specified by H −1 {P (Yij = 1|ui )} = ∆ij + ui
and random intercept ui ∼ G. Suppose that the conditional model is marginalized, that is
the random intercepts are “integrated out” and the result is F :
,
P (Yij = 1) := F (∆ij ) = H(∆ij + ui )dG

(3)

http://biostats.bepress.com/jhubiostat/paper213
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We taxonomize the following properties of marginalized random intercept models:
(1) Transference: setting ∆ij = F −1 {D(ηij )}. Transference ensures a desired marginal interpretation D−1 {P (Yij = 1)} = ηij .
(2) Bridging: a specific type of transference where ∆ij = F −1 {D(ηij )} = φ−1 ηij . Bridging
makes for a meaningful conditional model, with H −1 linking to a linear (in β) predictor
and random intercepts adding on the same scale as the linear predictor.
(3) Simultaneity: a specific type of bridging, with D = H exactly. Simultaneity provides
consistency in the broad interpretation of the marginal and conditional coefficients, in
the sense they affect the same CDF curve. The two cannot be directly compared, however,
due to the cluster-specific interpretation of the conditional coefficients.
(4) Closure: a specific type of transference where D, F , G, H are of the same family. Closure
provides a unifying distribution and eases computation due to F being known.
(5) Stability: requiring D, F , G, H to be α-stable distributions S(α, β, γ, δ; 0) symmetric
about 0 (β = δ = 0) provides closure and bridging. In fact, the α-stable distribution
family is the only such family that can provide closure and bridging.
(6) Simult-Stability: a specific type of stability requiring D = H exactly for simultaneity.
Figure 2 gives a Venn diagram schematic of how the properties of marginalized randomintercept models inter-relate and imply unrestricted and restricted COP models. In our
formulation, all marginalized random intercept models exhibit transference. Bridging, a
special type of transference, places restrictions on F and D belonging to the same scale
family. Simultaneity, a special type of bridging, further places the restriction of D = H
exactly. Closure requires D, F , G, and H belong to the same family, but does not require that
family to be closed under scaling (see Example 3.4.1). We now elaborate on the properties
of marginalized random intercept models and show how they imply COP models.

Hosted by The Berkeley Electronic Press
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3.1 Transference
Within the last decade much work has been done on deriving marginal likelihoods from
conditional random intercept models, chiefly using a transfer function ∆. The property of
transference is herein defined as ∆ij = F −1 {D(ηij )}. The transference property implies that
D−1 {P (Yij = 1)} = ηij . That is, the transference property “transfers” the marginal link
distribution from F to D. Below we state the previously unknown connection between the
use of transference in marginal models for binary data and COP models.
Proposition 3.1.1 (Equivalence of likelihoods via transference). A marginalized random
intercept model likelihood for binary data exhibiting transference imposes the likelihood of a
unrestricted copula. A proof is in the Appendix.
Since application of the model requires calculating F , the marginal of FJ , we note that
convenience dictates that H and G be in a family that is closed under scalar multiplication
and convolution, a property that we discuss at length. Below we discuss Examples 3.1.2 and
3.1.3; the latter has a closed form for F while the former does not.
Example 3.1.2 (Transference, F not closed). Heagerty (1999) selects
D = H = logistic(0, π 2 /3, 1) and G = N (0, τ 2 ). The marginalization is not closed or
recognizable, so F must be evaluated numerically. Using the R function logit.normal.mle()
of Comstock and Heagerty (1999), β0 = −2.43, β1 = 0.082, and “logSigma” = 1.11.
Therefore, τ 2 = exp(“logSigma”)2 = 9.25 and ρ = τ 2 /σF2 = 9.25/(π 2 /3 + 9.25) = .738 "
Example 3.1.3 (Transference, F closed). Specifying H = N (0, 1) and the random effects
distribution G = N (0, τ 2 ), Caffo and Griswold (2006) utilize this choice of H and G to
make F = N (0, 1 + τ 2 ), easing computation. D is left to be arbitrarily specified. For D =
logistic(0, π 2 /3, 1), we have an unrestricted COP model of the type in Example 2.1.3 with
2
2
2
+ σG
= 1 + τ 2 and ρ = σG
/σF2 = τ 2 /(1 + τ 2 ).
σF2 = σH
3
Maximizing L(β, τ 2 |X, Y ) = Πi Qi dF2 yields β0 = −2.43, β1 = 0.079, and τ 2 = 2.88,

http://biostats.bepress.com/jhubiostat/paper213
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which implies ρ = 0.742. The estimates and interpretations are the same as Example 2.1.3
with the gain of τ 2 , which is an estimate of heterogeneity in the population. "
An unfortunate consequence of most transference models is that the conditional model
is distorted by use of the transfer function. Specifically, the fixed effects are often not
linear on the scale of the conditional link function. Moreover, the random effects are not
added linearly on the same scale as the fixed effects (Larsen et al., 2000; Lee and Nelder,
2004). This disagreement of scale is especially troubling if one interprets random effects
as collections of unobserved cluster-specific deviations around the fixed effects. Bridging
specifically circumvents these issues by restricting the transfer function to be linear.
3.2 Bridging
Bridging is a restricted type of transference so that ∆ij = F −1 {D(ηij )} = ηij φ−1 . Similar to
the restricted COP model, bridging imposes favorable model aspects, yet does so at the cost
of less flexibility in choosing F and D. In fact, the similarity is more than incidental, as the
likelihood implied by bridging is exactly that of a restricted COP model.
Proposition 3.2.1 (Equivalence of likelihoods via bridging). A marginalized random intercept model likelihood for binary data exhibiting bridging is equivalent to the likelihood of a
restricted copula. Furthermore, φ =

SD
,
SF

where SD is the scale of D, SF the scale of F , and

SF will be a function of SH and SG , the scales of H and G, respectively. Also, the estimation
of conditional model regression coefficients is enabled: ηijM φ−1 = Xij β M φ−1 = Xij β C = ηijC .
Example 3.2.2 (Bridging random intercept distribution). Wang and Louis (2003) derive
a“logit-logit-bridge” model, where D = H = logistic(0, π 2 /3, 1) is specified and G is“bridged”
" 2 #1/2
/3
in the sense that it analytically satisfies ∆ij = F −1 {D(ηij )} = ηij φ−1 , where φ = π2π/3+τ
2

and τ 2 is the variance of the random intercept bridge distribution. Using the SAS code
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provided by Wang and Louis (2003) conditional estimates β0C = −4.31, β1C = 0.11, and
τ 2 = 7.12 imply φ = 0.562, β0M = −2.42, and β1M = 0.061. "
Example 3.2.3 (Bridging conditional distribution). One can reverse the assignment of
distributions to H and G in Example 3.2.2 to provide an interesting twist on the Wang and
Louis (2003) model. Consider a“logit-(bridge-link)-logistic” model, where H is “bridged”,
analytically satisfying ∆ij = F −1 {D(ηij )} = ηij φ−1 and D = G = logistic(0, π 2 /3, 1). The
" 2 #1/2
/3
is invariant to the switching of G and H, and τ 2
scalar attenuation factor φ = π2π/3+τ
2

is the variance of H, whose inverse serves as the conditional link. Tweaking the SAS code
provided by Wang and Louis (2003), conditional estimates β0C = −2.96, β1C = 0.098, and
τ 2 = 1.57 imply φ = 0.823, β0M = −2.44, and β1M = 0.080. "
We believe that Example 3.2.3 is the first instance of bridging the conditional link distribution, rather than bridging the random effect distribution (as in Wang and Louis (2003)).
Bridging the conditional link distribution is not entirely a theoretical exercise, as bridged link
functions can be used in GLMM software that fix the random effect distribution as Gaussian
yet allow a user specified conditional link function. To obtain bridge distributions, we note
that solving the bridging equation, in principle, is trivial. Specifically, bridging requires
,
D(ηij φ) = H(ηij − ui )dG,
where D and exactly one of H or G is specified, while the form for the remaining entity is
arrived at algebraically. This bridging requirement can simply be restated as the following:
if χD , χH and χG are the characteristic functions (Fourier/Stieltjes transforms) of D, H
and G, respectively, then χD (tφ) = χH (t)χG (−t). Suppose H is specified while G is not;
3 u 3 ∞ −itu χD (−tφ)
1
e
dt. Conversely,
then χG (t) = χD (−tφ)/χH (−t), and hence G(u) = 2π
χH (−t)
−∞ −∞
3 η 3 ∞ −itu χD (tφ)
1
e
dt, when G is specified. Bridging solutions are not always
H(η) = 2π
χG (−t)
−∞ −∞
analytically tractable – or even existent – for general D, H and G. Pólya’s theorem can help

clarify the existence of bridging distributions (Chung, 2001). Suppose that H is fixed, both
http://biostats.bepress.com/jhubiostat/paper213
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H and D are symmetric, and one wishes to solve for G. Provided χD (tφ)/χH (t) is convex
and decays to 0 as t goes to ±∞, then a G exists and is a proper distribution function. The
same conditions can imply the existence of a bridged conditional link distribution if G is
specified. For D = logistic(0, π 2 /3, 1) and G = N (0, τ 2 ),

χD (tφ)
χG (−t)

does not converge to 0 as

t goes to ±∞, revealing that if a bridging distribution H (bridging conditional link H −1 )
exists, its characteristic function is not of a Pólya type. Still, one might exist since Pólya’s
theorem provides sufficient but not necessary conditions.
Bridging undoes the distortion of the conditional model’s fixed and random effects in
transference models. Due to bridging, the random effects are on the same scale, ameliorating
concerns raised by Lee and Nelder (2004). However, the interpretations of β M and β C are
not necessarily the same. For simultaneous interpretations, the marginal model link D−1 and
conditional model link H −1 need to be identically the same while retaining bridging.
3.3 Simultaneity
Simultaneity is a restricted type of bridging such that F −1 {D(ηij )} = ηij φ−1 and H = D
exactly. As for bridging, a simultaneity model yields conditional regression coefficients β C ,
marginal regression coefficients β M , and the scalar attenuation factor φ that relates marginal
and conditional effects according to β M = φβ C . The additional feature of simultaneity over
bridging is due to H = D, which gives rise to β M and β C affecting change on the same CDF
curve. The parameter β C is still a cluster-specific interpretation, but given ui manipulates
the slope of the same CDF as β M .
Example 3.3.1 (Simultaneity). The “logit-logit-bridge” model of Example 3.2.2 exhibits
bridging and simultaneity. The “logit-(bridge-link)-logistic” model of Example 3.2.3 exhibits
bridging yet lacks simultaneity. Heagerty’s “logit-logit-normal” model of Example 3.1.2 is
neither bridged nor simultaneous. "
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3.4 Closure
Closure is a restricted type of transference where D, F , G, and H are of the same family.
Example 3.4.1 (Closure). Caffo, An, and Rohde (2007) discuss a class of “(mix-probit)(mix-probit)-(mix-normal)” models, where D, G, H, and F all belong to the mixture of
normal distributions family. Connecting our notation to theirs:
5
4
w − µw,l
Lw
D = H := Fw = Σl=1 πw,l Φ
σw,l
4
5
u − µu,l
Lu
G := Fu = Σl=1 πu,l Φ
σu,l
7
6
,
!
−
µ
q
−
µ
w,l
u,l
w
u
ΣLl! =1
πw,l πu,l! Φ
F = HdG := Fq = ΣLl=1
2
2
1/2
)
(σw,l
+ σu,l
!
∆ij := Fq−1 {Fw (ηijM )}
Despite D = H, this class of model exhibits neither simultaneity nor bridging. "
The main benefit of closure is the substantial simplification of the calculation of F .
However, as Example 3.4.1 illustrates, one still may require non-linear transfer functions
to obtain a desired marginal interpretation, even if D is in the same distributional family as
F , G, and H. We sought a more restrictive version of closure, requiring closure and bridging
to linearize ∆ under one distributional family. Such conditions can only be satisfied with
α-stable distributions.
3.5 Stability
Stability is a restricted type of transference that exhibits both closure and bridging. Closure
is desirable as it implies an easily calculated F , as well as a unifying distribution in the
model. Bridging is desirable as it allows for meaningful conditional and marginal models,
and simplifies the likelihood considerably. Our result is that the model is both closed and
bridged if and only if D, G, and H are of the same α-stable family.
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Proposition 3.5.1 (Model equivalence between closed and bridged COP models and α-stable
distributions). A model will exhibit both closure and bridging if and only if D, G and H are
of the same α-stable family. A proof is in the Appendix.
Example 3.5.2 (Stability COP model (general, 0 < α ! 2)).
D := S(α, 0, γD , 0; 0)
H := S(α, 0, γH , 0; 0)

F =

,

G := S(α, 0, γG , 0; 0)
α
+ γGα )1/α , 0; 0)
HdG := S(α, 0, (γH

∆ij := F −1 {D(ηijM )} = ηij φ−1 ,

where φ =

α
(γH

γD
+ γGα )1/α

See Nolan (2010) for the parameterization of stable distributions. "
If γD = γH is enforced, then simultaneity is gained in addition to closure and bridging.
3.6 Simult-Stability
Simult-Stability is a restricted type of Stability COP model that sets D = H.
Example 3.6.1 (Simult-Stability: probit-probit-normal). Take Example 3.5.2, with α = 2,
3
γD = γH = √12 , and γG = √τ2 . Maximizing L(β, τ 2 |X, Y ) = Πi Qi dF2 yields β0M = −1.40,

β1M = 0.039, and τ 2 = 2.88, which implies ρ = 0.742 and φ = 0.51. This example is equivalent
to Example 2.2.3 where σF2 = (1 + τ 2 ), ρ =

τ2
2
σF

2
, and σD
= 1.

This example is also equivalent to that of Example 3.1.3 with D specified as N (0, 1)
instead of logistic(0, π 2 /3, 1). The gain is not only in conditional regression coefficients being
estimable, (β0C , β1C ) = φ−1 (β0M , β1M ) = (−2.75, .078), but also in the interpretation of β1M and
β1C (for a cluster i) being the slopes of the same CDF.
Note that φ was only identifiable analytically via τ 2 , showing that all the estimates we
needed were available from Examples 2.2.3 and 3.1.3, but the theoretical result of bridging
allowed the information to be put together to render conditional estimates. "
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Example 3.6.2 (Simult-Stability: (approx-logit)-(approx-logit)-stable). Take Example 3.5.2,
3
setting α = 1.89 and γD = γH = 1.2. Maximizing L(β, γG |X, Y ) = Πi Qi dF2 yields
β0M = −2.44, β1M = 0.067, and γG = 2.03, implying φ = 0.50, β0C = −4.86, and β1C = 0.134.

To obtain F2 , Monte Carlo sampling with the fBasics R package was utilized and the
likelihood was maximized via simulated annealing in optim() (Wuertz et al., 2009). "
The stable distribution D = H = S(1.89, 0, 1.2, 0; 0) approximates a standard logistic
distribution well (Figure 3). The (approx-logit)-(approx-logit)-stable model would give rise to
MLEs of β M and γG , allowing β C to be obtained. The regression coefficients β M and β C would
have approximately a log-odds interpretation on the population and cluster-specific metric,
respectively, and the scale (not variance!) γG could provide some analogue of heterogeneity
typical to the variance of the random intercept models.

4. Model fitting
Fitting COP models remains a difficult task. First consider fitting COP models without
interest in the random effects. If the facilitating multivariate distribution function is manageable, then calculating the log-likelihood is easy and maximization using quasi-Newton
algorithms can be done. For example, if the facilitating distribution is multivariate Gaussian
or t, then accurate numerical approximations to the distribution function exist (Genz et al.,
2008; Genz and Bretz, 2009). However, these approximations tend to work well for smaller
dimensions of Ji . For moderately large Ji , Monte Carlo approximations may need to be
calculated. Specifically, let Ỹi,k = [Ỹi1,k , . . . , ỸiJi ,k ] be the k th simulation from FJi . Then
$
Ỹi,k
= [D−1 {F (Ỹi1,k )}, . . . , D−1 {F (ỸiJi ,k )}] is a draw from CF D . Therefore, a Monte Carlo
:
9 8
8
K
1
$
!
(
Ỹ
)
, where the
log
approximation to the log-likelihood is given by
k=1 {Qi } i,k
i
K
3
quantity inside the logarithm is the Monte Carlo approximation of Q! dCF D . One can then
i

use Monte Carlo Maximum Likelihood (Geyer, 1992) to obtain parameter estimates. We note
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that for large Ji the calculation of multivariate probabilities using i.i.d. Monte Carlo may
be inefficient, necessitating Markov chain calculations in large problems (Robert, 1995).
When employing random intercepts, the above discussion applies in that every model
we have discussed is a COP model marginally. However, for large Ji it may be useful to
exploit the random effect structure. For random intercept models, the log-likelihood has the
=
;3 <
8
Ji
Yij
1−Yij
form i log
{1 − H(∆ij + ui )}
dG(ui ) , a univariate integral in
j=1 H(∆ij + ui )

ui , hence numerical integration can be performed. Gauss/Hermite quadrature is often useful
if orthogonal polynomials for G exists (as is the case for most standard distributions).

5. Discussion
COP models are a unifying likelihood-based framework for correlated binary data, encapsulating multivariate probit and marginalized random intercept models (Figure 4). Via a
taxonomy of properties, we arrived at COP models producing not only marginal estimates
but also measures of heterogeneity and conditional model estimates. The COP model class
includes many marginalized random intercept models where the random intercept distribution is heavier-tailed than a normal distribution, which deviates from traditional methods
but may have benefits (Lee and Thompson, 2007). Some view a conditional GLMM random
intercept model (which is likelihood-based) as an alternative to any marginal model. However,
in some instances, if the effect being modeled does not change within cluster (e.g., race,
sex, treatment, etc), then the conditional model’s fixed effect regression coefficients take
on a counterfactual interpretation (Neuhaus et al., 1991). If the goal of the analysis is
to compare the effect between groups of clusters (black vs. white populations, male vs.
female populations, placebo vs. active drug populations, etc) then a marginal inference is
needed. Undoubtedly, the most popular marginal modeling approach utilizes generalized
estimating equations (GEE) modeling (Liang and Zeger, 1986; Zeger et al., 1988; Liang
et al., 1992). As the name suggests, GEE methods do not specify a full likelihood. Instead,
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GEEs restrict the first two moments of the data and possess asymptotic robustness properties
on the second moment. The GEE framework, however, does not produce random effects that
can be estimated, which prevents use for cluster-specific prediction. Furthermore, the GEE
approach precludes the benefits of full likelihood-based analysis of data, such as weaker
restrictions on missing data processes for valid inferences (Robins et al., 1995; Scharfstein
et al., 1999). Whether or not a GEE model is consistent with any likelihood-based model
is a hard and open problem; see, for example the discussion of Fréchet bounds (Chaganty
and Joe, 2004, 2006). Further extensions of the proposed COP model would be worthwhile
and should be investigated in future work. One extension is a modeling framework admitting
random slopes as well as intercepts, and another is formulating COP models for (ordinal)
categorical outcomes. Even though an exchangeable correlation structure was put forth in
this paper, future work should explore correlation structures typical to GEE specifications
(AR(1), exponentially decaying, unstructured, etc.), which stand to broaden the utility of
COP modeling. Bayesian castings of COP model likelihoods should also be considered.
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Appendix Definition 2.1.1 construction:

Let Y!i1$ , ..., Y!iJ$ ∼ PCF D and Yi1 , ..., YiJ be potentially correlated binary outcomes with associated covariates xi1 , ..., xiJi . Consider the model Yij =

!

{A!ij (ηij )} (Yij )

where A$ij (ηij ) =

{c : c ! ηij |β, Xi }. Define Q$ij (ηij , Yij ) as A$ij (ηij ) if Yij = 1 and Ā$ ij (ηij ) if Yij = 0. Allow
Q$i = ⊗j Q$ij (ηij , Yij ), the Cartesian cross of all the sets A$ij (ηij ) and Ā$ ij (ηij ). Q$i corresponds
to all the particular combinations of 1’s and 0’s in the vector Yi and is the subset of the
! i.
partition of the support for the latent variable, Y

Hence, assuming independence across clusters and setting ηij = ηijM = xij β M , we have a

likelihood contribution for cluster i, Li (β M , Σ(ρ)), equal to:
P (Yi1 = yi1 , ..., YiJi = yiJi ) =

PCF D (⊗j Q$ij (ηijM , yij ))

=

PCF D (Q$i )

=

,

Q!i

dCF D

(A.1)

Using A.1, the unity case makes Q$i the Cartesian cross of all the sets with the “!” operator,
allowing us to write the integral in terms of the multivariate CDF, CF D :
,
,
,
P (Yi1 = 1, ..., YiJi = 1) =
dCF D
=
...
dCF D = CF D (ηi1 , ..., ηiJi )
Q!i

A!i1

(A.2)

A!iJ

i

Appendix Proposition 2.1.2 proof:

Using A.2 and the properties of copulas, P (Yij = 1) is equivalent to:
PCF D ( ⊗ ... ⊗

⊗ A$ij (ηijM ) ⊗

⊗ ... ⊗ ) = lim CF D (e, ..., e, ηij , e, ..., e)
e→∞

= D(ηij )

Appendix Proof of Proposition 3.1.1 :

Allow random variables Y!ij ∼ F , Wij ∼ H, ui ∼ G. By the convolution equation (3), Y!ij =

! i = Wi −ui
Wij −ui , and vector Y

{Ji ×1}

∼ FJi . Utilizing two assumptions, (1) Yij = yij |ui , Xi
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iid

are independent (which implies Wij |ui , Xi are independent), and (2) ui ∼ G(ui |Xi ):
, >
Ji
Li =
H(∆ij + ui )yij {1 − H(∆ij + ui )}1−yij dG(ui |Xi )
j=1

=
=
=
=

, >
Ji
,

,

,

j=1

P (Wij ! ∆ij + ui |ui , Xij )yij {P (Wij > ∆ij + ui |ui , Xij )}1−yij dG(ui |Xi )

PWi (⊗j Q$ij (∆ij + ui , yij )|ui , Xij )dG(ui |Xi )
PYi (⊗j Q$ij (∆ij , yij )|ui , Xij )dG(ui |Xi )
PYi (⊗j Q$ij (∆ij , yij )|Xij )dG(ui |Xi )

= PYi (⊗j Q$ij (∆ij , yij )|Xij )
= PYi (⊗j Qij (ηij , yij )|Xij )
= PYi (Qi |Xij )
,
=
dFJi
Qi

Appendix Proof of Proposition 3.5.1:

The “⇐” direction is trivial given scaling and convolution properties of α-stable distributions.
Model exhibiting closure and bridging ⇒ D, F , G, H α-stable:
Let XD ∼ D, XF ∼ F , Xg ∼ G, XH ∼ H, and with F = H ∗ G we have XF = XH − XG
with a distribution from the same family as XH and XG due to closure. Bridging implies
XF = kD XD follows a distribution from the same scalar family as D, and by closure H and
G are in that scalar family. Thus, setting the two representations of XF equal, we can write
XH − XG = kD XD as

1
X
kH F

−

1
X
kG F

= XF , which is a special case of the definition of a

stable distribution (Nolan, 2010).
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P(Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 0) = 0.17

P(Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 0) = 0.05

(1, 0)

P(Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 0) = 0.06

(0, 0)

Qi

(1, 0)

Qi

(1, 1)

Qi

(0, 0)

Qi

Ti2

Yi1

Yi1

(1, 1)

Qi
P(Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 1) = 0.17

P(Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) = 0.61

P(Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 0) = 0.16
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(0, 1)

Qi

Yi2 Ti1

Qi

P(Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) = 0.72

(0, 1)

Qi
P(Yi1 = 0, Yi2 = 1) = 0.06

Figure 1: In each graph is the “floor” of a standard bivariate normal distribution with identical thresholds
(Ti1 , Ti2 ). The dashed line is the ellipse centered at (Y!i1 = 0, Y!i2 = 0) that contains 95% of the distribution.
Increasing the magnitude of ρ gathers the distribution along the diagonal of the support and changes the
joint probability assignments. In this example, changing ρ from 0 to 0.88 increases P (Yi1 = 1, Yi2 = 1) from
0.61 to 0.72 and decreases the probability of each disconcordant case from 0.17 to 0.06.

Unrestricted COP
Restricted COP
Transference Marginalized R.I.
Bridging Marginalized R.I.
Closure Marginalized R.I.
Stability Marginalized R.I.
Simultaneity Marginalized R.I.
Simult-Stability Marginalized R.I.

Restricted COP

Bridging
Simult.

Stable
Closure

Transference

Figure 2: A Venn diagram of how properites of marginalized random intercept models restrict the model
space and imply COP models.
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Figure 3: The stable distribution can approximate the logistic distribution well. A quantile of (-5.6, 5.6)
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overwhelming 0 or 1 cases the stable distribution can approximate the logistic distribution.
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Figure 4: A table showing properites of marginalized random intercept models in the literature. We commandeer the hyphenated phrase terminology “D−1 − H −1 − G” to represent models, with D−1 always being
the marginal link and H −1 only being a conditional link when bridging is present. If bridging is not present,
H −1 does not link to a linear predictor, and is by definition not a conditional link, despite H being specified in the integrand of the marginalization equation. Reference key: H1999 is Heagerty (1999), HZ2000 is
Heagerty and Zeger (2000), WL2003 is Wang and Louis (2003), CAR2005 is Caffo, An, and Rohde (2005),
and CG2005 is Caffo and Griswold (2005).
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